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able to exhange a sequene of messages whih all bear upon the same subjet.In other words they need the ability to engage in dialogues. As a result of thisrequirement, there has been muh work on providing agents with the ability tohold suh dialogues | for example by Dignum and olleagues [8, 9℄, Grosz andKraus [15℄, Parsons and Jennings [28, 30℄, Reed [37℄, Shroeder et al. [40℄, andSyara [42℄.Reed's work built on an inuential model of human dialogues due to argu-mentation theorists Doug Walton and Erik Krabbe [45℄, and we also take theirdialogue typology as our starting point. Walton and Krabbe set out to analyzethe onept of ommitment in dialogue, so as to \provide oneptual tools forthe theory of argumentation" [45, page ix℄. This led to a fous on persuasiondialogues, and their work presents formal models for suh dialogues. In at-tempting this task, they reognized the need for a haraterization of dialogues,and so they present a broad typology for inter-personal dialogue. They makeno laims for its omprehensiveness.Their ategorization identi�es six primary types of dialogues and three mixedtypes. The ategorization is based upon: �rstly, what information the parti-ipants eah have at the ommenement of the dialogue (with regard to thetopi of disussion); seondly, what goals the individual partiipants have; and,thirdly, what goals are shared by the partiipants, goals we may view as those ofthe dialogue itself. As de�ned by Walton and Krabbe, the six primary dialoguetypes are (re-ordered from [45℄):Information-Seeking Dialogues: One partiipant seeks the answer to somequestion(s) from another partiipant, who is believed by the �rst to knowthe answer(s).Inquiry Dialogues: The partiipants ollaborate to answer some question orquestions whose answers are not known to any one partiipant.Persuasion Dialogues: One party seeks to persuade another party to adopt abelief or point-of-view he or she does not urrently hold. These dialoguesbegin with one party supporting a partiular statement whih the otherparty to the dialogue does not, and the �rst seeks to onvine the seondto adopt the proposition. The seond party may not share this objetive.Negotiation Dialogues: The partiipants bargain over the division of somesare resoure in a way aeptable to all, with eah individual partyaiming to maximize his or her share. The goal of the dialogue may be inonit with the individual goals of eah of the partiipants.1Deliberation Dialogues: Partiipants ollaborate to deide what ourse ofation to take in some situation. Partiipants share a responsibility todeide the ourse of ation, and either share a ommon set of intentionsor a willingness to disuss rationally whether they have shared intentions.1Note that this de�nition of negotiation is that of Walton and Krabbe. Arguably negotia-tion dialogues may involve other issues besides the division of sare resoures.2



Eristi Dialogues: Partiipants quarrel verbally as a substitute for physial�ghting, with eah aiming to win the exhange. We inlude Eristi dia-logues here for ompleteness, but we do not disuss them further.In previous work [3, 6℄, we began to investigate how these di�erent types ofdialogue an be aptured using a formal model of argumentation. Here weextend this work, examining some of the possible forms of information seeking,inquiry and persuasion dialogues that are possible, and identifying how theproperties of these dialogues depend upon the properties of the agents engagingin them.Note that, despite the fat that the types of dialogue we are onsideringare drawn from the analysis of human dialogues, we are only onerned herewith dialogues between arti�ial agents. Unlike [16℄ for example, we hoose tofous in this way in order to simplify our task|doing this allows us to dealwith arti�ial languages and avoid muh of the omplexity inherent in naturallanguage dialogues. This issue is disussed in more depth in Setion 8.2 BakgroundIn this setion we briey introdue the formal system of argumentation whihforms the bakbone of our approah. This is inspired by the work of Dung[11℄ but goes further in dealing with preferenes between arguments. Furtherdetails are available in [1℄. We start with a possibly inonsistent knowledge base� with no dedutive losure. We assume � ontains formulas of a propositionallanguage L. ` stands for lassial inferene and � for logial equivalene. Anargument is a proposition and the set of formulae from whih it an be inferred:De�nition 1 An argument is a pair A = (H ; h) where h is a formula of L andH a subset of � suh that:1. H is onsistent;2. H ` h; and3. H is minimal, so no subset of H satisfying both 1. and 2. exists.H is alled the support of A, written H = Support(A) and h is the onlusionof A written h = Conlusion(A).We talk of h being supported by the argument (H ; h).In general, sine � is inonsistent, arguments in A(�), the set of all argu-ments whih an be made from �, will onit, and we make this idea preisewith the notion of underutting:De�nition 2 Let A1 and A2 be two arguments of A(�). A1 underuts A2 i�9h 2 Support(A2) suh that h � :Conlusion(A1).3



In other words, an argument is underut if and only if there is another argumentwhih has as its onlusion the negation of an element of the support for the�rst argument.To apture the fat that some fats are more strongly believed2 we assumethat any set of fats has a preferene order over it (other approahes to quan-tifying belief, suh as probability, ould also be used in onjuntion with ourapproah). We suppose that this ordering derives from the fat that the knowl-edge base � is strati�ed into non-overlapping sets �1; : : : ;�n suh that fats in�i are all equally preferred and are more preferred than those in �j where j > i .The preferene level of a nonempty subset H of �, level(H ), is the number ofthe highest numbered layer whih has a member in H .De�nition 3 Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A(�). A1 is preferred to A2aording to Pref i� level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2)).By�Prefwe denote the strit pre-order assoiated with Pref . If A1 is preferredto A2, we say that A1 is stronger than A2.This is learly a very restrited notion of how to handle preferenes. Otherapproahes to handling preferenes, whih ould also be used along with ourapproah, are surveyed in [10℄, and we disuss how this argumentation systeman be extended with a more exible notion of preferenes in [5℄ (whih alsoallows arguments for and against preferenes themselves). We stik with thesimple model here for ease of exposition, noting that nothing in the rest of thepaper hinges upon it|what is required for the argumentation system is a notionof preferene, the use made of this notion does not depend upon the way thatpreferenes are represented.We an now de�ne the argumentation system we will use:De�nition 4 An argumentation system (AS) is a triple hA(�);Underut ;Pref isuh that:� A(�)is a set of the arguments built from �,� Underut is a binary relation representing the defeat relationship betweenarguments, Underut � A(�) �A(�), and� Pref is a (partial or omplete) preordering on A(�)�A(�).The preferene order makes it possible to distinguish di�erent types of relationbetween arguments:De�nition 5 Let A1, A2 be two arguments of A(�).� If A2 underuts A1 then A1 defends itself against A2 i� A1 �Pref A2.Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.2Here we only deal with beliefs, though the approah an also handle desires and intentions[6, 30℄ and ould be extended to ope with other mental attitudes.4



� A set of arguments S defends A i�: 8 B underuts A and A does notdefend itself against B then 9 C 2 S suh that C underuts B and B doesnot defend itself against C .Heneforth, CUnderut;Pref will gather all non-underut arguments and argu-ments defending themselves against all their underutting arguments. In [2℄,it was shown that the set S� of aeptable arguments of the argumentationsystem hA(�);Underut ;Pref i is the least �xpoint of a funtion F :S � A(�)F(S) = f(H ; h) 2 A(�)j(H ; h) is defended by SgDe�nition 6 The set of aeptable arguments for an argumentation systemhA(�);Underut ;Pref i is: S� =[F i�0(;)Note that sine: F0(;) = CUnderut ;Prefit follows that: S� = CUnderut;Pref [ h[F i�1(CUnderut ;Pref )iAn argument is aeptable if it is a member of the aeptable set. If the argument(H ; h) is aeptable, we talk of there being an aeptable argument for h, andwe say that the proposition h is aeptable to an agent that has an aeptableargument for it. An aeptable argument is one whih is, in some sense, provensine all the arguments whih might undermine it are themselves undermined.It should be stressed that our hoie of this partiular argumentation systemas a basis for the models of dialogue disussed below was somewhat arbitrary(it was the system that the third author studied in her Ph.D. thesis, and so isone that we are familiar with). What is important is that it has a notion ofwhat an argument is, a notion of the strength of an argument, and a notion ofan argument being aeptable|these are features that ontrol the exhange ofloutions in a dialogue. Any other argumentation system that has suh featuresould be used as the basis of the dialogue systems disussed here without theneed to hange any of the tehnial details, albeit with the side e�et of possiblyhanging some of the properties of the systems.3 LoutionsAs in our previous work [3, 6℄, agents use the argumentation mehanism de-sribed above as a basis for their reasoning and their dialogues. Agents deidewhat they themselves know by determining whih propositions they have a-eptable arguments for. They trade propositions for whih they have aeptable5



arguments, and aept propositions put forward by other agents if they �nd thatthe arguments are aeptable. As disussed in [4℄ this gives argumentation-baseddialogues a soial semantis in the sense of Singh [41℄|when agents assert some-thing, they are ommitted to bak up that something by giving the argumentfor it. The exat loutions and the way that they are exhanged de�ne a formaldialogue game whih agents engage in.Dialogues are assumed to take plae between two agents, whih we willall P and C 3. Eah agent has a knowledge base, �P and �C respetively,ontaining their beliefs. In addition, following Hamblin [17℄ eah agent hasa further knowledge base, aessible to both agents, ontaining ommitmentsmade in the dialogue. These ommitment stores are denoted CS (P) and CS (C )respetively, and in this dialogue system (unlike that of [6℄ for example) anagent's ommitment store is just a subset of its knowledge base. Note that theunion of the ommitment stores an be viewed as the state of the dialogue ata given time. Eah agent has aess to their own private knowledge base andboth ommitment stores. Thus P an make use ofhA(�P [ CS (C ));Underut ;Pref i4and C an make use ofhA(�C [ CS (P);Underut ;Pref iWe denote the set of all arguments A(�P [ CS (C )) by A(P ;C ).All the knowledge bases ontain propositional formulas and are not losedunder dedution, and all are strati�ed by degrees of belief as disussed above.Here we assume that these degrees of belief are stati and that both the playersagree on them. As with the model of preferenes itself, this is a very restritiveassumption, but one again we will stik with it for ease of expliation. Else-where [5℄ we have disussed how to ombine di�erent sets of preferenes, and itis also possible to have agents modify their beliefs on the basis of the reliabilityof their aquaintanes [27℄.With this bakground, we an present the set of dialogue moves that we willuse. For eah move, we give what we all rationality rules, dialogue rules, andupdate rules. These are based on the rules suggested by [23℄ whih, in turn, werebased on those in the dialogue game DC introdued by MaKenzie [22℄. Therationality rules speify the preonditions for making the move. Unlike thosein [3, 6℄ these are not absolute, but are de�ned in terms of the agent attitudesdisussed in Setion 4. The update rules speify how ommitment stores aremodi�ed by the move.In the following, player P addresses move i of the dialogue to player C. The�rst move of the dialogue is move 1, CS0(P) = ;, CS0(C ) = ;, and P and Cstritly alternate. (A more formal desription of the dialogue may be found in[5℄.) We start with the assertion of fats:3The names stemming from the study of persuasion dialogues|P argues \pro" some propo-sition, and C argues \on".4Whih, of ourse, is the same as hA(�P [ CS(P) [ CS(C ));Underut ;Pref i.6



assert(p) where p is a propositional formula.rationality the usual assertion ondition for the agent.update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) [ fpg and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )Here p an be any propositional formula, as well as the speial haraters U andPA, disussed below.assert(S) where S is a set of formulas representing the support of an argu-ment.rationality the usual assertion ondition for the agent.update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) [ S and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )The ounterpart of these moves are the aeptane moves:aept(p) p is a propositional formula.rationality the usual aeptane ondition for the agent.update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) [ fpg and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )aept(S) S is a set of propositional formulas.rationality the usual aeptane ondition for every s 2 S .update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) [ S and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )There are also moves whih allow questions to be posed.hallenge(p) where p is a propositional formula.rationality ;update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )A hallenge is a means of making the other player expliitly state the argumentsupporting a proposition. This loution ould easily be named \explain", butwe inherit \hallenge" from DC, and keep the name to make the heritage lear.A question an be used to query the other player about any proposition.question(p) where p is a propositional formula.rationality ;update CSi (P) = CSi�1(P) and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )
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We refer to this set of moves as the setM0DC sine they are a variation on the setMDC from [3℄|the main di�erene from the latter is that there are no \dialogueonditions" to speify the protool. Instead we expliitly de�ne the protool foreah type of dialogue in Setion 5. The loutions in M0DC are similar to thosedisussed in legal reasoning [13, 34℄ and, unlike in some dialogue systems, thereis no retrat loution. Note that these loutions are ones used within dialogues|further loutions suh as those disussed in [25℄ would be required for agents toagree to engage in dialogues, and to agree to swith between di�erent kinds ofdialogue.4 Agent attitudesOne of the main aims of this paper is to explore how the kinds of dialoguein whih agents engage depend upon features of the agents themselves (as op-posed, for instane, to the kind of dialogue in whih the agents are engaged orthe information in the knowledge-bases of the agents). In partiular, we areinterested in the e�et of these features on the way in whih agents determinewhat loutions an be made within the on�nes of a given dialogue protoolthrough the appliation of di�ering rationality onditions.As is lear from the de�nition of the loutions, there are two di�erent kindsof rationality onditions|one whih determines if something may be asserted,and another whih determines whether something an be aepted. The formerwe all assertion onditions, the latter we all aeptane onditions and talk ofagents having di�erent attitudes whih relate to partiular onditions. We deal�rst with assertion onditions. Note that we now name our agents G and H , tomake it lear that either G or H an be the P or C of the previous setion.De�nition 7 An agent may have one of three assertion attitudes. If agent Gis engaged in a dialogue with agent H , then:� If G is on�dent, then it an assert any proposition p for whih there isan argument (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H).� If G is areful then it an assert any proposition p for whih there is anargument (S ; p) if no stronger argument (S 0;:p) exists in A(G ;H).� If G is thoughtful then it an assert any proposition p for whih there isan aeptable argument (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H).Thus a thoughtful agent will only put forward propositions whih, so far as itknows, are orret. A areful agent will only put forward propositions whiharen't diretly rebutted. A on�dent agent won't stop to make either of theseheks. Thus thoughtful and areful agents might be onsidered more disrimi-nating informants than their on�dent ounterparts, but neither an be onsid-ered more disriminating than the other:Proposition 1 Consider an agent G. If G is thoughtful or areful, then theassertions it an make are a subset of those that it ould make were it on�dent.8



If G is thoughtful, then the set of assertions it an make overlap with those itould make were it areful.Proof: If G is on�dent, it an assert any p for whih it has an argument (S ; p)that is in A(G ;H ). If G is areful, it an only assert those ps for whih it hasan argument (S ; p) and no stronger argument for :p. These are learly a subsetof those for whih it has an argument. If G is thoughtful, it an only assert p if(S ; p) is in the set S�G[�H . By De�nition 6, S�G[�H an inlude arguments forpropositions p for whih there are stronger arguments for :p (just so long asthere are also even stronger arguments whih underut the arguments for :p),and so the �rst part of the result holds.If there is an argument for p whih is both aeptable and stronger thanany argument for :p, then both a thoughtful G and a areful G ould assertp. However, it is also possible that the argument for p ould be stronger thanany argument for :p and also be underut by a stronger argument for someelement of its support whih itself is not underut. In this ase a areful Gould assert p but a thoughtful G ould not. Finally, it is possible that there isan argument for :p whih is stronger than that for p and is underut by a yetstronger argument whih is not underut. Then a thoughtful G ould assert pand a areful G ould not. 2Given the fat that the set of possible assertions inreases from thoughtful andareful to on�dent, and that, as we shall see, the ease with whih these asser-tions an be omputed inreases also, it might seem worthwhile also de�ningwhat we might all a thoughtless agent, whih an assert any proposition whihis either in, or may be inferred from, its knowledge base. However, it is easy toshow that:Proposition 2 The set of non-trivial propositions whih an be asserted bya thoughtless agent using an argumentation system hA(�);Underut ;Pref i isexatly the set whih an be asserted by a on�dent agent using the same argu-mentation system.Proof: Consider a on�dent agent G and a thoughtless agent H with thesame argumentation system.hA(�);Underut ;Pref iG an assert exatly those propositions that it has an argument for. So byDe�nition 1 it an assert any p whih it an infer from a minimal onsistentsubset of �, inluding all the propositions q in � (these are the onlusionsof the arguments (fqg; q)). H an assert any proposition whih is either in �(whih will be exatly the same as those G an assert) or an be inferred fromit. Those propositions whih are non-trivial will be those that an be inferredfrom a onsistent subset of �. These latter will learly be ones for whih anargument an be built, and so exatly those that an be asserted by G . 2Thus the idea of a thoughtless agent adds nothing to our lassi�ation.9



At the risk of further overloading some well-used terms we an de�ne aep-tane onditions.De�nition 8 An agent may have one of three aeptane attitudes. If agentG is engaged in a dialogue with agent H , then:� If G is redulous then it an aept any proposition p previously assertedby H if (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H).� If G is autious then it an aept any proposition ppreviously assertedby H for whih there is an argument (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H) if no strongerargument (S 0;:p) exists in A(G ;H).� If G is skeptial then it an aept any proposition p previously assertedby H for whih there is an aeptable argument (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H).Again we an identify the relationship between the sets of propositions a-eptable to di�erent types of agent.Proposition 3 Consider an agent G. If G is skeptial or autious, then theassertions it an aept are a subset of those it ould aept were it redulous.If G is skeptial, then the set of assertions it an aept overlaps with the set ofassertions it ould aept were it autious.Proof: Consider an agent G suh that (S ; p) 2 A(G ;H ). By de�nition, ifG is redulous, it an aept any q for whih it is presented with an argu-ment (S 0; q). It an therefore aept :p provided it is given (S 0;:p) even if(S ; p) �Pref (S 0;:p). If G were autious, then it would not be able to aept:p unless (S 0;:p)�Pref (S ; p). Thus a autious agent an only aept a subsetof the arguments that a redulous agent an aept. If G is skeptial, it mightnot aept :p even if (S 0;:p) �Pref (S ; p), beause another argument (S 00; r)might exist whih underuts (S 0;:p) and makes (S 0;:p) unaeptable. Thusa skeptial agent an only aept a subset of the arguments that a redulousagent an aept, and the �rst part of the result is proved.If it is presented with an argument for p whih is both aeptable givenwhat it knows and is and stronger than any argument it has for :p, then botha skeptial G and a autious G ould aept p. However, it is also possiblethat the argument for p ould be stronger than any argument G has for :p andalso be underut by a stronger argument whih G has for some element of itssupport whih itself is not underut. In this ase a autious G ould aept pbut a skeptial G ould not. Finally, it is possible that G has an argument for:p whih is stronger than that for p and is underut by a yet stronger argumentwhih is not underut. Then a skeptial G ould aept p and a autious Gould not. 2Clearly skeptial agents are more demanding than redulous ones in terms ofthe onditions they put on aepting information. Typially, a skeptial agent10



whih is presented with an assertion of p will hallenge p to obtain the argumentfor it, and then validate that this argument is aeptable given what it knows.We an onsider even more demanding agents. For example, we an imagine aquerulous agent whih will only aept a proposition if it an not only validatethe aeptability of the argument for that proposition, but also the aeptabilityof arguments for all the propositions in that argument, and all the propositionsin those arguments, and so on. However, it turns out that:Proposition 4 The set of propositions aeptable to a skeptial agent usingan argumentation system hA(�);Underut ;Pref i is exatly the same as the setof propositions aeptable to a querulous agent using the same argumentationsystem.Proof: Consider a skeptial agent G and a querulous agent H with the sameargumentation system. By de�nition, G an aept any proposition p whosesupport S is either not attaked by any argument whih is built from �, oris defended by an argument whih is part of the aeptable set of A(�). Inother words, G will only aept p if all the s 2 S are themselves supported byaeptable arguments (whih might just be (fsg; s) if there is no argument for:s). This is exatly the set of onditions under whih H will aept p. 2In other words one we require an argument to be aeptable, we also requirethat any proposition whih is part of the support for that argument is alsoaeptable. Thus the notion of a querulous agent adds nothing to our lassi�-ation.Sine agents will typially both assert and aept propositions during a di-alogue, both their assertion attitudes and their aeptane attitudes need tobe spei�ed. We write haepti=hasserti to denote an agent with aeptaneattitude haepti and assertion attitude hasserti. With a pair of agents thatare skeptial/thoughtful, we reover the rationality onditions of the dialoguesystem in [3℄.5 Dialogue typesWith the agent attitudes spei�ed, we an begin to look at di�erent types ofdialogue in detail giving protools for eah. Note that these are very simpleprotools, intentionally so. Indeed they are the simplest protools we an thinkof that meet the riteria for the di�erent types of dialogue laid down by Wal-ton and Krabbe. As a result these protools are very rigid, and more exibleprotools will very likely be required. However, what we aim to do here is toestablish a baseline by looking at the properties of these simple protools beforegoing on to examine the properties of more omplex protools (suh as those wehave de�ned in [24℄).An important feature ommon to all these protools is that if an agentrepeats a loution, then the dialogue terminates. We all protools with thisfeature non-irular protools. 11



5.1 Information-seekingIn an information seeking dialogue, one partiipant seeks the answer to somequestion from another partiipant. If the information seeker is agent A andthe other agent is B (again the name hange distinguishes these agents, whihplay partiular roles in a dialogue, from G and H , whih an take any role),then we an de�ne the protool IS for an information seeking dialogue abouta proposition p as follows:1. A asks question(p).2. B replies with either assert(p) or assert(:p) if it an, and assert(U) ifit annot. Whih response is given will depend upon the ontents of itsknowledge-base and its assertion attitude5. U indiates that, for whateverreason B annot give an answer.3. A either aepts B 's response, if its aeptane attitude allows, or hallenges.U annot be hallenged and as soon as it is asserted, the dialogue termi-nates without the question being resolved.4. B replies to a hallenge with an assert(S ), where S is the support of anargument for the last proposition hallenged by A.5. Go to 3 for eah proposition in S in turn.6. A aepts p if its aeptane attitude allows.Note that A aepts whenever possible, and is only able to hallenge whenunable to aept|\only" in the sense of only being able to hallenge then andhallenge being the only loution other than aept that it is allowed to make. Bthen has to give a response if it has one. All of these seem to us to be reasonableonditions. More exible dialogue protools are allowed, as in [3℄, but at theost of possibly running forever6.There are a number of interesting properties that we an prove about thisprotool, some of whih hold whatever aeptane and assertion attitudes theagents have, and some of whih are more spei�. We have:Proposition 5 When subjet to hallenge(p) for any p it has asserted, a on-�dent, areful, or thoughtful agent G an always respond.Proof: In order to respond to a hallenge(p), the agent has to be able to pro-due an argument (S ; p). Sine, by de�nition, on�dent, areful and thoughtfulagents only assert propositions for whih they have arguments, these argumentsan learly be produed if required. This holds even for the propositions in S .5It might even be able to assert both p and :p, in whih ase it hooses one and assertsthat.6The protool in [3℄ allows an agent to interjet with question(p) for any p at virtuallyany point, allowing two agents to prolong a dialogue inde�nitely by issuing endless questionsabout arbitrary formulae. 12



For a proposition to be in S by De�nition 1 it must be part of a onsistent, min-imal subset of �G [CS (H ) (where H is the other agent in the dialogue) whihentails p. Any suh proposition q is the onlusion of an argument (fqg; q) andthis argument is easily generated. 2This �rst result ensures that step 4 an always follow from step 3, and thedialogue will not get stuk at that point. It also leads to another result|sinewith this protool our agents only put forward propositions whih are bakedby arguments, a redulous agent would have to aept any proposition assertedby an agent:Proposition 6 A redulous agent G operating under protool IS will alwaysaept a proposition asserted by a on�dent, areful or thoughtful agent H .Proof: When H asserts p, G will initially hallenge it (for p to be aeptableit must be baked by an argument, but no argument has been presented by Hand if G had an argument for p it would not have engaged in the informationseeking dialogue). By Proposition 5, H will always be able to generate suh anargument, and by the de�nition of its aeptane ondition and the protoolIS , G will then aept it. 2This result is ruial in showing that if A is a redulous agent, then the dialoguewill always terminate immediately after B 's �rst assertion, but what if it is moredemanding? Well, it turns out that:Proposition 7 All dialogues arried out using non-irular protools and theset of moves M0DC will terminate.Proof: We have agents with �nite knowledge-bases, a set of loutions whihare instantiated with some subset of the knowledge-bases, and protools thatterminate the dialogue if an agent repeats itself. If the dialogue does not endbefore every possible loution is made, then it will end one the (�nite) set ofpossible loutions have all been made one. 2This, of ourse, does not bound the length of the dialogue very tightly. Sineagents are allowed to assert sets of propositions, it is oneivable that an agentG an make O(j2�G j) moves before it repeats itself, so a dialogue between Gand another agent H might take as many as O(j2�G[�H j) steps (sine as soonas one agent asserts something the other an use it in an argument). We an getmuh tighter bounds on the length of the dialogue by onsidering the protoolin detail:Proposition 8 An information-seeking dialogue under protool IS between aredulous, autious or skeptial agent G and a on�dent, areful or thoughtfulagent H , where H moves �rst, will always terminate in O(j�H j) moves.Proof: At step 2 of the protool H either replies with p, :p or U . If it isU , the dialogue terminates. G then onsiders p. If G is redulous, then byProposition 6, G will aept the proposition and the dialogue will terminate.13



If G is autious, then at step 3, it will either aept p, or have a strongerargument for :p. In the former ase the dialogue terminates immediately. In thelatter ase G will hallenge p and by Proposition 5 reeive the support S . If Gdoesn't have an argument against any of the s 2 S , then they will be aepted,and this may be enough to make G aept p in whih ase the dialogue willterminate. If not, the only loution that G ould utter is hallenge(p), and thedialogue terminates. If G does have an argument for the negation of any of thes 2 S , then it will hallenge them. As in the proof of Proposition 5 this willprodue an argument (fsg; s) from H , and G will not be able to aept this anymore than it ould aept the s initially. G will therefore hallenge s , whihrepeats its previous loution and so the dialogue will terminate.If G is skeptial, then the proess will be very similar. At step 3, G will notbe able to aept p (for the same kind of reason as in the proof of Proposition 6),so will hallenge it and reeive the support S . This support may mean that Ghas an aeptable argument for p in whih ase the dialogue terminates. If thisargument is not aeptable, then G will hallenge the s 2 S for whih it has anunderutting argument. Again, this will produe an argument (fsg; s) from Hwhih won't make the argument for p aeptable. G will therefore repeat itslast hallenge, and the dialogue will terminate. Sine the behaviour of H onlydepends on it having an argument for p or :p, the result holds whether H ison�dent, areful or thoughtful.In the worst possible ase, the dialogue will run on until G has examinedall of the s in turn (and either aepted all of them or aepted all but one,hallenged this last, found it unaeptable and then terminated the dialogueunsuessfully with another hallenge), and in the very worst ase the S inquestion will be the whole of �H . 2This result gives us muh tighter bounds on the number of steps than Propo-sition 7, and, of ourse, on average the number of steps will be even less sinethe set of propositions in an argument will usually be muh less than the wholeknowledge-base of an agent.While this result is a good one, beause of the guarantee of quik termination,the proof illustrates a limitation of the dialogue protool and the way that theagents handle utteranes in the dialogue. If G is skeptial or autious, it maynever ome to aept p whatever H says. That is H may not persuade G tohange its mind even though it has information whih undermines G 's argumentfor :p. The reason for this is that the dialogue protool neither makes G assertinto CS (G) the grounds for not aepting p (thus giving H the opportunityto attak the relevant argument), nor gives H the hane to do anything otherthan assert arguments whih support p.This position an be justi�ed sine IS is intended only to apture informa-tion seeking. If we want H to be able to persuade G , then the agents shouldengage in a persuasion dialogue, albeit one that is embedded in an informationseeking dialogue as in [25℄. However, sine persuasion dialogues su�er fromsimilar problems, we return to this limitation in Setion 5.4.14



5.2 InquiryIn an inquiry dialogue, the partiipants ollaborate to answer some questionwhose answer is not known to either. There are a number of ways in whih onemight onstrut an inquiry dialogue (for example see [24℄). Here we present onesimple possibility. We assume that two agents A and B have already agreedto engage in an inquiry about some proposition p by some ontrol dialogue assuggested in [25℄, and from this point an adopt the following protool I:1. A asserts q ! p for some q or U .2. B aepts q ! p if its aeptane attitude allows, or hallenges it.3. A replies to a hallenge with an assert(S ), where S is the support of anargument for the last proposition hallenged by B .4. Goto 2 for eah proposition s 2 S in turn, replaing q ! p by s .5. B aepts q ! p if its aeptane attitude allows, or the dialogue termi-nates.6. B asserts q , or r ! q for some r , or U .7. A aepts the previous assertion if its aeptane attitude allows, or hal-lenges it.8. B replies to a hallenge with an assert(S ), where S is the support of anargument for the last proposition hallenged by B .9. Goto 7 for eah proposition s 2 S in turn.10. A aepts B 's assertion in 6 if its aeptane attitude allows, or the dia-logue terminates.11. If A(CS (A) [ CS (B)) inludes an argument for p whih both agents'attitude allows them to aept, then the dialogue terminates.12. Go to 1, substituting r for p and some t for q .Note also that in step 2, when agent B makes an assertion q ! p then it isbound to not know q (so its assertion is almost ounterfatual)|if it did knowq , then the initial onditions for the inquiry would not be met. However, for allsubsequent steps in the dialogue, the agent making the assertion r ! t mightalso know r . Note also that the protool ould equally well have been writtenwith agent B making step 1|the deision to make A the �rst agent to movewas arbitrary unlike the ase for the information seeking dialogue.This protool is basially a series of implied IS dialogues. First B asks \doyou know of anything whih would imply p were it known?". A replies withone, or the dialogue terminates with U . If B does not aept the impliationas for an information seeking dialogue, the dialogue terminates unsuessfully.If B does aept the impliation, A asks \now, do you know q , or any r whih15



would imply q were it known?", and the proess repeats until either the proessbottoms out in a proposition whih both agents agree on and whih ompletesthe hain of impliations, or there is no new impliation to add to the hain.Beause of this struture, it is easy to show that:Proposition 9 An inquiry dialogue I between two agents G and H with anyaeptane and assertion attitudes will always terminate in O(j�G [�H j) steps.Proof: The dialogue starts with what is e�etively an implied IS dialogueand runs exatly as in Proposition 8. If it terminates suessfully (that is witha result other than U or B not aepting A's assertion), then it is followedwith a seond IS dialogue in whih the roles of the agents are reversed. Againthis dialogue will runs exatly as in Proposition 8, possibly ending with a proofthat is aeptable to both agents. If this seond dialogue does not end with aproof or a U , then it is followed with another IS dialogue in whih the rolesof the agents are again reversed. This third dialogue runs just like the �rst.The iteration will ontinue until either one of the agents responds with a U , orthe hain of impliations is ended. One or other will happen sine the agentsan only build a �nite number of arguments (sine arguments have supportswhih are minimal onsistent sets of the �nite knowledge base), and agents arenot allowed to repeat themselves. When the iteration terminates, so does thedialogue.Now, from Proposition 8, we know what the worst ase length of eah of theseiterated dialogues is. Sine eah an in theory involveO(j�G j) or O(j�H j) steps,it might appear that this dialogue an run for muh longer than one under IS ,running O(j�G j) or O(j�H j) for eah impliation in the proof. However eah ofthe propositions in �G and �H an only be asserted one at most so, no matterhow many sub-dialogues there are, there an be at most O(j�G [�H j) steps. 2This simple protool, like that for information seeking, is awed, and this timewe will onsider ways to �x the aws. One problem is that I may not permita proof to be found even though one is available to the agents if they were tomake a di�erent set of assertions. More preisely, we have:Proposition 10 Two agents G and H whih engage in a inquiry dialogue forp, using protool I, may �nd the dialogue terminates unsuessfully even whenA(�G [�H ) provides an argument p whih both agents would be able to aept.Proof: Assume G has �G = fq ! p; r ! pg and H has �H = frg. Clearlytogether both agents an produe (fr ; r ! pg; p), and this will be aeptableto both agents no matter their aeptane attitude, but if G starts by assertingq ! p the agents will never �nd this proof. 2There is another aw in the struture of the dialogue. As it stands it assumesthat agents an take strit turns in onstruting the proof. If an agent annot�ll in a new step in its turn, its only alternative is to to utter U and bring the16



dialogue to an end. More formally this means that there is another kind of asethat ould prove Proposition 10, namely that in whih G has �G = fq ! pgand H has �H = fr ! q ; rg. In our experiene of inquiry dialogues, albeitones between human agents, it is not unusual for one agent to �ll in severalsteps|indeed it is muh more ommon than for agents to stritly alternate.Of ourse, it is possible to design protools whih don't su�er from theseproblems, for example by allowing an agent to assert all the r ! q whih arerelevant at any point in the dialogue (turning the dialogue into a breadth-�rstsearh for a proof rather than a depth �rst one) and by allowing agents toexpliitly \pass" if they annot add to the proof. For example we have theprotool I 0:1. A asserts either Sifqi ! pg for all qi ! p whih its assertion attitudeallows it to assert or PA.2. If A asserts PA, then goto 1 swithing agent roles.3. For eah i in turn, B aepts qi ! p if its aeptane attitude allows, orhallenges it.4. A replies to a hallenge with an assert(S ), where S is the support of anargument for the last proposition hallenged by B .5. Goto 3 for eah proposition s 2 S in turn, replaing qi ! p by s .6. B aepts any of the hallenged qi ! p if its aeptane attitude allows.7. If B has aepted none of the qi ! p then the dialogue terminates.8. B asserts either some qi , or Sj frj ! qig for all rj ! qi that its assertionattitude allows it to assert or PA.9. If B asserts PA, then A asserts PA, qi or rj ! qi for qi ! p. Goto 3replaing qi ! p with whatever A asserted.10. For eah i in turn, A aepts rj ! qi if its aeptane attitude allows, orhallenges it.11. B replies to a hallenge with an assert(S ), where S is the support of anargument for the last proposition hallenged by A.12. Goto 10 for eah proposition s 2 S in turn, replaing rj ! qi by s .13. A aepts any of B 's assertions in 10 that it hallenged if its aeptaneattitude allows.14. If A has aepted none of B 's assertions in 10, then the dialogue termi-nates.15. If A(CS (A) [ CS (B)) inludes an argument for p whih both agents anaept, then the dialogue terminates suessfully.17



16. Go to 1, substituting rk for p and tl for qi .The loution PA indiates that the agent \passes", and if two are uttered insequene then the dialogue terminates. We an easily show that:Proposition 11 An inquiry dialogue I 0 between two agents G and H with anyaeptane and assertion attitudes will always terminate in O(j�G [�H j) steps.Proof: An inquiry dialogue under I starts like an information seeking dialoguein whih the question has already been asked. An inquiry dialogue under I 0starts like a set of information seeking dialogues all with the same initial questionsine A an reply with a set of answers, and these will run as in Proposition 8.If all terminate without B aepting any of A's assertions, then the dialogueends unsuessfully.If there is no PA, and one of the sub-dialogues terminates suessfully, then itis followed with a seond IS dialogue in whih the roles of the agents are reversedand B is expeted to start a new set of sub-dialogues for every impliation thatit aepted. Again these will run as in Proposition 8, and the sub-dialogue willterminate, possibly with a proof that is aeptable to both agents. If this seonddialogue does not end with a proof or a PA, then it is followed with another setof IS dialogues in whih the roles of the agents are again reversed. This thirddialogue set runs just like the �rst. The iteration will ontinue until one of theagents utters a PA (indiating it has nothing else it an legally say), one repeatsitself, or the hain of impliations is ended. One of these things will happensine the agents an only build a �nite number of arguments (sine argumentshave supports whih are minimal onsistent sets of the �nite knowledge base).Any time that a PA is uttered, the agent that did not utter it beomes theagent that must assert something. That will either be a PA, or a new step inthe proof (starting a new yle of sub-dialogues, all of whih will eventually end(as argued above) with either the ompletion of the proof, a repetition or a PA.Thus we will either get two PAs in a row, ending the dialogue unsuessfully,the proof will be ompleted and we will have a suessful termination, or thedialogue will end unsuessfully with a repetition.Thus it is lear that there is nothing in the protool I 0 that signi�antlyinreases the number of steps in the worst ase with respet to I. There will bemore steps typially, beause more assertions of impliations will be made, andso there will be more hallenges and assertions of grounds. However, the agentsstill terminate the dialogue if they assert the same proposition twie, and soannot inrease the number of steps above O(j�G [ �H j). 2Although this protool will solve both the problems with I outlined above, itwon't ensure that a proof is found if one exists beause only the agent whihurrently \holds the oor" is allowed to make assertions, these are restrited tothose assertions whih onnet to things that have just been uttered, and anagent will only PA if it has nothing to say. Thus a ritial step in the proofmight be passed over if the agent that knows it is not able to utter it at the rightplae beause the other agent is saying something whih, although it onnets18



to the proof tree the agents are jointly onstruting, it is not on a path thatultimately leads to a proof. One might, of ourse, further improve the protoolby allowing agents to assert anything whih extends the proof tree at any point,but doing this would lead us a bit too far from our aim, whih is to look at somesimple protools whih allow agents to arry out various kinds of dialogue|wenow have two inquiry dialogue protools and any further dialogue would berather more omplex than we have set out to de�ne here. It is time to move on.It is worth noting that, as hinted at above, in ontrast to the informationseeking dialogue, in any inquiry dialogue the relationship between the agentsis symmetrial in the sense that both are asserting and aepting arguments.Thus both an agent's assertion attitude and aeptane attitude ome into play.As a result, in the ase of a on�dent but skeptial agent, for instane, it ispossible for an agent to assert an argument that it would not �nd aeptableitself. This might seem odd at �rst, but on reetion seems more reasonable(onsider the kind of inquiry dialogue one might have with a hild), not leastwhen one onsiders that a on�dent assertion attitude an be seen as one whihresponds to resoure limitations|assert something that seems reasonable andonly look to bak it up if there is a reason (its unaeptability to another agent)whih suggests that it is problemati.5.3 PersuasionIn a persuasion dialogue, one party seeks to persuade another party to adopta belief or point-of-view he or she does not urrently hold. The dialogue gameDC, on whih the moves in [3℄ are based, is fundamentally a persuasion game,so the protool below results in games whih are very like those desribed in [3℄.This protool, P , is as follows, where agent A is trying to persuade agent B toaept p.1. A asserts p.2. B aepts p if its aeptane attitude allows, if not B asserts :p if it isallowed to, or otherwise hallenges p.3. If B asserts :p, then goto 2 with the roles of the agents reversed and :pin plae of p.4. If B has hallenged, then:(a) A asserts S , the support for p;(b) Goto 2 for eah s 2 S in turn.5. B aepts p if its aeptane attitude allows, or the dialogue terminates.If at any point an agent annot make the indiated move, it has to onede thedialogue game. An agent also onedes the game if at any point there are nopropositions made by the other agent that it hasn't aepted. If A onedes,19



it fails to persuade B that p is true (and may have been persuaded that :p istrue). If B onedes, then A has sueeded in persuading it.One again the form of this dialogue has muh in ommon with informationseeking dialogues. The dialogue starts as if B has asked A if p is true, andA's response is handled in the same way as in an IS unless B has a ounter-argument in whih ase it an assert it. This assertion is like spinning o� aseparate IS dialogue in whih A asks B if :p is true. Sine we already have atermination result for IS dialogues, it is simple to show that:Proposition 12 A persuasion dialogue under protool P between two agents Gand H will always terminate in max(O(j�G j);O(j�H j)) steps.Proof: A dialogue under P is just like an information seeking dialogue underIS in whih agents are allowed to reply to the assertion of a proposition pwith the assertion of :p as well as the usual responses. Sine we know howa dialogue under IS proeeds, it suÆes to onsider how the assertion of :pa�ets things. Sine the only di�erene between the sub-dialogue spawned bythe assertion of :p and an IS dialogue is the possibility of the agent to whih :pis asserted asserting p in response, then this is the only way in whih the dialoguean proeed di�erently. However, this assertion of p repeats the assertion thatprovoked the :p and so the dialogue terminates immediately.Thus a P dialogue in whih G moves �rst will either have H hallengingand then end after the examination of the grounds for p by H in a maximumof O(j�G j) steps, or will have H assert :p and then terminate after G hasexamined the grounds for :p in a maximum ofO(j�H j) steps. Thus the dialoguewill terminate in at most max(O(j�G j);O(j�H j)) steps. 2Again there is some symmetry between the agents, but there is also a on-siderable asymmetry whih stems from the fat that A is e�etively under aburden of proof so it has to win the argument in order to onvine B , while Bjust has to fail to lose to not be onvined. Thus if A and B are both on�-dent/autious and one has an argument for p and the other has one for :p, andneither argument is stronger than the other, despite the fat that the arguments\draw", A will lose the exhange and B will not be onvined. This is exatlythe same kind of behaviour that is exhibited by many persuasion dialogues inthe literature.5.4 Limitations of the protoolsAs mentioned above, the protools we have disussed here are intentionallysimple. As a result, while the protools apture the essential features of thetypes of dialogue as de�ned by Walton and Krabbe [45℄, they have a number oflimitations.The main limitation is the behaviour of the set of steps ommon to all thedialogues. One agent asserts a proposition p, the other either immediatelyaepts it, or hallenges it and is then faed with a new set of propositionsS . The s 2 S are then individually aepted or hallenged, and the dialogue20



terminates at the end of this exhange with either p and S aepted or withoutp and at least one s having been aepted (as soon as one s is rejeted thedialogue must end unsuessfully).While, as argued above, this is perfetly reasonable for information seekingdialogues, it means that only a very limited form of persuasion is possible. ForA to persuade B to aept p when B initially aepts :p, the support for pthat A asserts must all be fats that are higher in the preferene order thanany arguments to the ontrary that B may possess (sine the argument inheritsits strength from its weakest link). If B has any stronger ounter-argument,the dialogue ends without A being able to engage B in a persuasion aboutthe grounds for B 's ounter-argument. This fored termination seems ratherunnatural. Muh more natural would be to allow persuasion to ontinue in thevein skethed above, with agents permitted to engage in this kind of ounter-argumentation and even to baktrak to examine propositions that were assertedseveral moves earlier in the dialogue. This kind of baktraking would extendthe exibility of inquiry dialogues as well, and is one of the things we hope tolook at in the future.This is also the plae to note that, of ourse, the kind of persuasion we aredealing with here is one that relies on the supply of new information. It allowsus to apture the following kind of dialogue (though to apture exatly thisdialogue would require a slightly di�erent protool):A: I believe that Henry Kissinger is a bad man.B: I believe that Henry Kissinger is not a bad man.A: There is evidene that he helped to prolong the Vietnam war and soaused unneessary deaths among Amerian soldiers and the Vietnamesepopulation in general (to say nothing of the bombing of Cambodia).B: What is your evidene for this assertion?A: It is ontained in Christopher Hithens' book \The Trial of Henry Kissinger"[18℄.B: (after examining the evidene in [18℄). I did not know those things. Theyoutweigh my arguments for Kissinger not being a bad man. I now believethat Henry Kissinger is a bad man.However we annot handle a similar kind of dialogue in whih B initially didknow these fats, thought that an argument based on Kissinger's role as astatesman was stronger than the argument onerning prolonging the war, butwas persuaded to reverse this preferene (maybe by an appeal to what B wouldthink if one of the aforementioned deaths was their hild). Persuasion dialoguesof this latter kind, however, ould be handled by using the dialogue systemde�ned in [5℄. 21



6 Properties of agent attitudesIn this setion, we onsider the result of the dialogues, in partiular with respetto the arguments the agents end up aepting and how these relate to the agents'attitudes. The following results hold for all dialogue types, but, as we will see,some are more appliable to di�erent types of dialogue, so it is helpful to havea formal means of distinguishing the di�erent types. To do this we need someadditional de�nitions:De�nition 9 An agent is said to entertain a proposition p if it has an argumentA1 for p.De�nition 10 An agent is said to believe a proposition p if it has an argumentA1 for p and this is stronger than any argument A2 for :p.Thus we use the term \believe" in the sense of \believed more strongly than theontrary by diret proof". We also refer to p being more strongly believed thanq if argument A1 for p is stronger than any argument for q .Note that both this idea of belief and the notion of aeptability are notsubjet to the law of the exluded middle in the sense that it is quite possiblefor an agent to have neither an aeptable argument for p nor for :p andto believe neither p nor :p. As we will see below, it is also possible for anagent to believe p but not have an aeptable argument for it, and for p tobe aeptable to an agent whih does not believe it. In part we make thesedistintions beause it is omputationally simpler (exatly how muh simplerwill be disussed in Setion 7) for agents to identify entertained propositionsthan believed propositions, and to identify believed propositions than aeptableones. Thus there may be omputational advantages to building on�dent agentsover thoughtful ones and redulous agents over skeptial ones.We also distinguish:De�nition 11 An agent is said to be sure of a proposition p if it has an argu-ment A1 for p and this is stronger than any underutting argument A2.These terms allow us to distinguish the di�erent kinds of dialogue. An informa-tion seeking dialogue about p opens with A entertaining neither p nor :p (andthus not believing or having an aeptable argument for either), while B mayentertain p, :p, both or neither (though A believes that B at least entertainsp or :p). An inquiry opens with neither A nor B entertaining either p or :p.In ontrast, a persuasion dialogue opens with one agent having an argument forp that aords to its own aeptane riterion, and the other either not havingan argument for p that aords to its own aeptane riterion, or having anargument for :p that aords to its own aeptane riterion.Clearly these notions are related to eah other and also to the notion ofaeptability:Proposition 13 Consider an agent G with an argumentation system ASG .1. Any proposition that is believed by G is entertained by G.22



2. A proposition that is entertained by G is not neessarily believed by G.3. Any proposition that G is sure of is also believed by G.4. A proposition that is believed by G is not neessarily one that G is sureof.5. A proposition that is aeptable to G is not neessarily believed by G.6. A proposition that is believed by G is not neessarily aeptable to G.7. Any proposition that G is sure of is also aeptable to G.8. A proposition that is aeptable to G is not neessarily one that G is sureof.Proof: These properties follow almost immediately from the de�nitions andthe fat that an argument an be both believed and underut:1. For an agent to believe a proposition p, it has to have a stronger argu-ment for it than :p. The agent therefore has an argument for p, and soentertains it.2. An agent whih has an argument for a proposition p and a stronger argu-ment for :p will entertain p without believing it.3. For an agent to be sure of a proposition p it has to have a stronger ar-gument for p than any underutting argument. An argument for :p isan underutter, so must be weaker than the argument for p. Thus p isbelieved.4. For an agent to believe a proposition p, it has to have a stronger argumentfor it than its negation. However, it an have an underutter whih isstronger than the argument for p, and thus the agent is not sure of p.5. For a proposition p to be aeptable to an agent, the agent has to havea stronger underutter for any argument whih underuts the argumentfor p. Thus p will be aeptable if there is an argument for p, a strongerargument for :p, and an even stronger argument whih underuts theargument for :p. In this latter ase the agent will not believe p.6. For an agent to believe a proposition p, it has to have a stronger argu-ment for p than :p. However, the agent an have an underutter whihis stronger than the argument for p, and, if this underutter is itself notunderut by a stronger argument, this will prevent p from being aept-able.7. For an agent to be sure of a proposition p it has to have a stronger argu-ment for p than any underutting argument. This means that the argu-ment defends itself against any underutter and so is aeptable, makingp aeptable to the agent. 23



8. For a proposition p to be aeptable to an agent, the agent has to have astronger underutter for any argument whih underuts the argument forp. Thus it p will be aeptable if there is an argument for p, a strongerargument whih underuts the �rst, and an even stronger argument whihunderuts the seond. In this latter ase the agent will not be sure of p.Thus the Proposition follows. 2Propositions that an agent is sure of are a speial ase of aeptable propositions|they are ones whih only have to be heked for underutters. There is no needto look for underutters of the underutters (and so on) sine the original ar-guments defend themselves. Propositions that an agent is sure of are also aspeial ase of propositions that are believed|in essene they are propositionsfor whih every element of their support is believed. We ould therefore de-�ne a new \super-thoughtful/super-skeptial" lass of agent whih only assertsand aepts propositions whih it is sure of, and we would �nd that it assertsand aepts propositions whih are in the intersetion between those whih anbe asserted and aepted by, respetively, thoughtful and areful agents andskeptial and autious agents.The lassi�ation of propositions an also be related to what agents anassert, a result whih ties in with Proposition 1:Proposition 14 A on�dent agent an assert any proposition it entertains,believes, is sure of, or whih is aeptable to it. A areful agent an assert anyproposition whih it believes, or whih it is sure of. A thoughtful agent an assertany proposition whih it is sure of or whih is aeptable to it.Proof: Immediate from the de�nitions of the types of proposition, the de�ni-tion of agent attitudes, and Proposition 13. 2Underlying information seeking dialogues is the idea that agents have a rea-sonably benevolent attitude to one another. Partly this is impliit in the fatthat A is requesting information from B|if B is unhelpful it need never answer.More importantly, perhaps, is the fat that B might be able to mislead A. Ofourse if B grounds its reply in fats that A knows to be untrue then A may notaept the reply, but obviously this depends upon its aeptane attitude. Asit turns out, there are a number of situations in whih A and B an engage inan information seeking dialogue whih results in A aepting an argument whileone or other of them has a stronger argument for the opposite. These dialoguesan be onsidered pathologial for this reason and so warrant further study. Toinvestigate suh situations we need the following:De�nition 12 An agent G is said to onvine an agent H about the truth ofa proposition p if G asserts p and H aepts it.We say that one agent misleads another if it manages to onvine the seondof something the �rst would not aept itself, and we now look to see underwhat irumstanes one agent an mislead another, easily obtaining some simple24



results whih larify the situation. Note that here, as throughout the paper, weassume that an assertion p is always immediately followed by an assertion of itssupport.Proposition 15 An agent G an onvine an agent H of p even if H does notbelieve p.Proof: Whatever the assertion type of G it must have an argument (S ; p) inorder to be able to assert p. If H is redulous, then by de�nition it will aeptp and thus be onvined. If H is autious, then it will be onvined if it has noargument (S 0;:p) suh that (S 0;:p) �Pref (S ; p). Similarly, if H is skeptial,it will still be onvined of p unless it has some argument (S 00; q) suh that(S 00; q) underuts (S ; p). 2This result, whih is very weak in the sense that it only shows the possibility ofH being onvined rather than that H will be onvined, holds no matter whataeptane attitude of H . If H is redulous, then we an get a muh strongerresult:Proposition 16 An agent G will always onvine a redulous agent H of peven if H believes :p.Proof: Whatever the assertion type of G it must have an argument (S ; p) inorder to be able to assert p. If H is redulous, then by de�nition it will aeptp and thus be onvined, even if it itself has (S 0;:p) suh that (S 0;:p) �Pref(S ; p). 2Thus, as one might expet, allowing an agent to be redulous means that itis open to exploitation no matter how well informed it is. However, if H isautious or skeptial, then, as the proof of Proposition 15 makes lear, it willonly be misled in this way if it has no stronger information to the ontrary. Inother words:Proposition 17 An agent G an only onvine a autious agent H of p if Hdoes not believe :p more strongly than G, and an only onvine a skeptialagent H of p if A(�G) [ A(�H ) ontains an aeptable argument for p.Proof: Suppose G asserts (S ; p). By de�nition, a autious H an only aeptp if it has no argument (S 0;:p) suh that (S 0;:p)�Pref (S ; p). Thus a autiousH an only aept p if it does not believe :p. A skeptial H will only aeptp if it has an aeptable argument for it, or one an be onstruted one G hasasserted suÆient information to underut any underutters H might have for(S ; p), whih will only happen if (S ; p) is in the set of aeptable arguments ofA(�G) [ A(�H ). 2Note that there is a ertain asymmetry in this result whih follows from thedi�erent kinds of hek that the di�erent attitudes require and that fat thata proposition an be believed but not aeptable to a given agent, and an beaeptable but not believed. In fat we an easily see that:25



Proposition 18 An agent G an onvine a skeptial agent H of p even if Hbelieves :p, and an onvine a autious agent H of p even if A(�G) [A(�H )does not ontain an aeptable argument for p.Proof: Both of these possibilities follow diretly from the aeptane attitudesof the types of agent and the results in Proposition 13. 2Thus, taking the obvious orollary, even agents whih try to ensure the qualityof information they are given an be misled when they don't have the rightinformation with whih to hek what they are told or don't apply this informa-tion in the right way (beause of their aeptane attitude). This is partiularlyimportant in information seeking and inquiry dialogues sine, by de�nition, insuh dialogues the agents whih initiate the dialogue do not have this informa-tion. Indeed, in information seeking dialogues under I or I 0, Propositions 15{18show that the dialogue may terminate with the agent whih initiated the dia-logue being onvined of something whih it would not assert itself.This, of ourse, does not amount to misleading as we have de�ned it sine thede�nition inludes the proviso that the agent whih is asserting the propositionin question would not aept it itself, so we have to look a bit further. Considera dialogue between agents A and B . Without loss of generality, we an onsiderthat A is trying to persuade B that p is true, and so the ritial attitudes hereare the assertion and aeptane attitudes of A and the aeptane attitude ofB . The three aeptane attitudes and three assertion attitudes would seemto give us a spae of 27 ombinations of agent attitude to onsider. However,not all ombinations of aeptane and assertion attitude of A are sensible sinesome will allow agents to assert things whih they would not aept themselves.We de�ne:De�nition 13 An agent is reliable if it is only able to assert propositions whihit would always aept itself.Then for an agent to be misleading, it has to not be reliable and be able toonvine another agent to aept a proposition whih it wouldn't aept itself.We have:Proposition 19 An agent G that is autious/on�dent, autious/thoughtful,skeptial/areful or skeptial/on�dent is not reliable. All other agents are reli-able.Proof: A on�dent agent an assert any proposition p for whih it has anargument (S ; p). It may well have a stronger argument (S 0;:p) as well. If it isautious or skeptial it would therefore not aept p and so is not reliable. If itis redulous it will aept any argument and thus be reliable.If the agent is areful it will not only have an argument for p (whih will beaeptable to its redulous self), but it will also believe p so the argument will beaeptable to its autious self. However, there might be a stronger underutterfor p (if p is not a proposition it is sure of), whih might make the agent unableto get its skeptial self to aept p. 26



If the agent is thoughtful it an only assert p if it has an an aeptableargument. This would be aepted by a skeptial agent (by de�nition) and bya redulous agent sine it is baked by an argument. A autious agent howevermight not aept it sine the argument (S ; p) might be underut by a strongerargument for :p (making p not believable) but then rehabilitated by a strongerunderutter of this seond argument. This ompletes the proof. 2Obviously a reliable agent annot be misleading. Thus any agent that is red-ulous annot be misleading beause it will itself believe whatever it says, and aautious/areful agent and a skeptial/thoughtful agent will not be misleadingbeause it will perform the right kind of hek on what it says (aording to itsaeptane attitude) before making an assertion. Ignoring suh agents for thetime being, we are ready to identify the onditions under whih misleading willour:Proposition 20 In a dialogue between agents G and H , G an only misleadH about the proposition p if:� G is autious/on�dent, autious/thoughtful, skeptial/areful or skepti-al/on�dent and H is redulous or autious; or� G is autious/on�dent or autious/thoughtful and H is skeptial andA(�G) [A(�H ) ontains an aeptable argument for p.Proof: If H is redulous, it will aept anything it is told, so any set ofassertion and aeptane attitudes that render G not reliable will allow G tostate something it would not aept itself and get H to aept it. If H is autiousthen by Proposition 18 it will aept p provided it doesn't have a strongerargument against it. So, it is possible that any G whih an make assertions itwon't aept an mislead H . Finally, if H is skeptial then by Proposition 18it will only aept p if A(�G) [A(�H ) ontains an aeptable argument for p.This means that G an't be skeptial otherwise it would be able to aept pas well (meaning that no misleading was going on). Thus misleading will onlyhappen for skeptial H if G is autious/on�dent or autious/thoughtful. 2Note that this result only tells us when misleading might our, not when itwill happen sine to predit the latter we would need to look at exatly whatwas in the knowledge bases of the agents.Having identi�ed the types of agent whih an mislead, and having thusprovided a means of ruling out some kinds of dialogues whih give results wemight onsider unreasonable, we turn to trying to obtain some guarantees abouthow dialogues might give reasonable results. To do this we will learly disregardagent types that are not reliable. In addition we will disard redulous agentssine they will always aept any argument that is put forward and are thuseasy to mislead. As a result, the only ombinations we will onsider are agentswhih are autious/areful and skeptial/thoughtful, and we will only onsiderdialogues between agents that are of the same type.27



We an show that these pairs of agents end dialogues under irumstanesthat seem reasonable given their attitudes. We have:Proposition 21 In a dialogue between two autious/areful agents G and H ,G will only onvine H of p if G believes p more strongly than either agentbelieves :p.Proof: For G to onvine H of p, it has to assert p and have it aepted. Toassert p, sine G is areful, then from Proposition 13 it must believe p (beingsure of a proposition implies it is believed) and so by De�nition 10 believe itmore strongly than :p. For H to aept p it must not have a stronger argumentfor :p than G puts forward, and so must not believe :p more strongly than Gbelieves p. 2andProposition 22 In a dialogue between two skeptial/thoughtful agents G andH , G will only onvine H of p if, after the dialogue, p is aeptable to bothagents.Proof: The proof is trivial but worth stating beause it sheds some light onthe way that the dialogues proeed. For G to onvine H of p, it has to assertp and have it aepted. To assert p, G must have an aeptable argument forp. For H to aept p, either it �nds p aeptable immediately, or G is ableto assert arguments whih outweigh whatever arguments initially make p notaeptable, thus making it aeptable. 2The key di�erene between these two results is that with autious/arefulagents it is omputationally muh simpler to determine if one agent will on-vine another|one just examines the arguments whih diretly relate to theproposition in question. With skeptial/thoughtful agents the determination ismore omplex, and to some extent hangs on exatly what the agents say at er-tain points in the dialogue (a subjet investigated in [32℄), whih is the reasonfor the ondition \after the dialogue" in Proposition 22.These results shows that pairs of autious/areful agents and skeptial/thoughtfulagents have reasonable behaviour. In a dialogue between autious/areful agents,no agent will be onvined of something unless both it and its opponent believeit. If we onsider the relation of underutting to indiate one argument throw-ing doubt on another, then by the obvious extension of this result in a dialoguebetween two skeptial/thoughtful agents either will only be onvined of p whenneither agent has any reason to throw doubt on p.Note that this does not ensure that the agents annot be mistaken (they mayjust lak the information) and it does not prevent one agent lying to another,provided it has a suitably strong reason to want to tell the lie. The result an alsobe taken as validating the hoie in [3℄ to make all agents skeptial/thoughtful,but also suggests that autious/areful agents warrant further study.28



7 Complexity ResultsHaving examined some of the properties of the dialogues, we onsider theiromputational omplexity. Sine the protools are based on reasoning in logiwe know that the omplexity will be high. Our aim in this analysis is to establishexatly where the omplexity arises in order that we an redue it by, for exampleas we did in [46℄, suitable hoie of language.We begin with a brief survey of the relevant key onepts from omplex-ity theory (see, e.g., [26℄ for detailed de�nitions). We start with the omplexitylasses p (of languages/problems that may be reognised/solved in deterministipolynomial time), and np (of languages/problems that may be reognised/solvedin non-deterministi polynomial time). If C and C0 are omplexity lasses, thenwe denote by CC0 the lass of languages/problems that are in C assuming theavailability of an orale for languages/problems in C0 [26, pp415{417℄. Thus,for example, npnp denotes the lass of languages/problems that may be reog-nised/solved in non-deterministi polynomial time, assuming the presene of anorale for languages/problems in np. A language that is omplete for npnpwould thus be np-omplete even if we had \free" answers to np-omplete prob-lems (suh as propositional logi satis�ability). We de�ne the polynomial hier-arhy with referene to these onepts [26, pp423{429℄. First, de�ne�p0 = �p0 = pThus both �p0 and �p0 denote the lasses of languages/problems that may bereognised/solved in deterministi polynomial time. We then indutively de�nethe remaining tiers of the hierarhy, as follows:�pu+1 = np�pu �pu+1 = o-�pu+1Thus �p1 is simply the lass np, and �p1 is the lass o-np, while �p2 = npnpand �p2 = o-npnp.To study this issue, we return to De�nition 1. Given a knowledge base �,we will say there is a prima faie argument for a partiular onlusion h if� ` h, i.e., if it is possible to prove the onlusion from the knowledge base.The existene of a prima faie argument does not imply the existene of a\usable" argument, however, as � may be inonsistent. Sine establishing proofin propositional logi is o-NP-omplete, we an immediately onlude:Proposition 23 Given a knowledge base � and a onlusion h, determiningwhether there is a prima faie argument for h from � is o-NP-omplete.We will say a pair (H ; h) is a onsistent prima faie argument over � if H isa onsistent subset of � and H ` h. Determining whether or not there is aonsistent prima faie argument for some onlusion is immediately seen to beharder.Proposition 24 Given a knowledge base � and onlusion h, determining whetherthere is a onsistent prima faie argument for h over � is �p2 -omplete.29



Proof: The following �p2 algorithm deides the problem:1. Existentially guess a subset H of � together with a valuation v for H .2. Verify that v j= H .3. Universally selet eah valuation v 0 of H , and verify that v 0 j= H ! h.The algorithm has two alternations, the �rst being an existential, the seonda universal, and so it is indeed a �p2 algorithm. The existential alternationinvolves guessing a support for h together with a witness to the onsisteny ofthis support. The universal alternation veri�es that H ! h is valid, and soH ` h. Thus the problem is in �p2 .To show the problem is �p2 -hard, we do a redution from the qbf2;9 prob-lem [19, p96℄. An instane of qbf2;9 is given by a quanti�ed boolean formulawith the following struture:9x1; : : : ; xk 8y1; : : : ; yl � (1)where � is a propositional logi formula over Boolean variables x1; : : : ; xk ; y1; : : : ; yl .Suh a formula is true if there are values we an give to x1; : : : ; xk , suh that forall values we an give to y1; : : : ; yl , the formula � is true. Here is an example ofsuh a formula. 9x18x2[(x1 _ x2) ^ (x1 _ :x2)℄ (2)Formula (2) in fat evaluates to true. (If x1 is true, then for all values of x2, theoverall formula is true.)Given an instane (1) of qbf2;9, we de�ne the onlusion h to be h = �,and then de�ne the knowledge base � as� = fx1 $ ?; x1 $ >; : : : ; xk $ ?; xk $ >g:where > and ? are logial onstants for truth and falsehood respetively. Anyonsistent subset of � de�nes a onsistent partial valuation for the body of (1);variables not given a valuation by a subset are assumed to be \don't are".We laim that input formula (1) is true i� there exists a onsistent prima faieargument for h given knowledge base �. Intuitively, in onsidering subsets of �,we are atually examining all values that may be assigned to the existentiallyquanti�ed variables x1; : : : ; xk . Sine the redution is learly polynomial time,we are done. 2Now, knowing that there exists a onsistent prima faie argument for onlu-sion h over � implies the existene of aminimal argument for h over � (althoughit does not tell us what this minimal argument is). We an thus onlude:Corollary 1 Given a knowledge base � and onlusion h, determining whetherthere is an argument for h (i.e., a minimal onsistent prima faie argument forh | De�nition 1) over � is �p2-omplete.30



The next obvious question is as follows: given (H ; h), where H ` h, is it mini-mal?Corollary 2 Given a knowledge base � and prima faie argument (H ; h) over�, the problem of determining whether (H ; h) is minimal is �p2 -omplete.Proof: For membership of �p2 , onsider the following �p2 algorithm, whihdeides the omplement of the problem:1. Existentially selet a subset H 0 of H and a valuation v for H 0.2. Verify that v j= H 0.3. Universally selet eah valuation v 0 for H 0.4. Verify that v 0 j= H 0 ! h.The algorithm ontains two alternations, an existential followed by an universal,and so is indeed a �p2 algorithm. The algorithm works by guessing a subset H 0of H , showing that this subset is onsistent, and then showing that H 0 ! h is atautology, so H 0 ` h. Sine the omplement of the problem under onsiderationis in �p2 , and o-�p2 = �p2 , it follows that the problem is in �p2 .To show ompleteness, we redue the qbf2;9 to the omplement of the prob-lem, i.e., to showing that an argument is not minimal. If an argument (H ; h)is not minimal, then there will exist some onsistent subset H 0 of H suh thatH 0 ` h. The redution is idential to that above: we set H = fx1 $ ?; x1 $>; : : : ; xk $ ?; xk $ >g and set h = �. We then ask whether there is a on-sistent subset H 0 of H suh that H 0 ` h. Sine we have redued a �p2 -ompleteproblem to the omplement of the problem under onsideration, it follows thatthe problem is �p2 -hard. 2These results allow us to handle the omplexity of dialogues involving on�dent,redulous and autious agents, whih are only interested in whether propositionsare entertained or believed (whih amounts to being interested in whether argu-ments an be built for given propositions). For thoughtful and skeptial agentswe need to onsider whether an argument is underut so that we an determineaeptability.Proposition 25 Given a knowledge base � and an argument (H ; h) over �,the problem of showing that (H ; h) has an underutter is �p2 -omplete.Proof: The following �p2 algorithm deides this problem:1. Existentially guess (i) a subset H 0 of �; (ii) a support formula h 0 2 H tounderut; and (iii) a valuation v .2. Verify that v j= H 0.3. Universally selet eah valuation v 0 of H 0.31



4. Verify that (i) v 0 j= H 0 ! h 0 and (ii) v 0 j= :h $ h 0.For hardness, there is a straightforward redution from the qbf2;9 problem,essentially idential to the redutions given in proofs above | we thereforeomit it. 2As a orollary, the problem of showing that (H ; h) has no underutter is �p2 -omplete and determining aeptability (whih will inlude showing that at leastone argument has no underutter) is omputationally harder than establishingwhether propositions are entertained or believed.From these results we an see that, as it stands, a diret implementation ofargumentation-based dialogues will be omputationally very expensive. Indeedit will be intratable. Of ourse, as mentioned above, this is not surprising. Ofmore interest is the fat that we an home in on three separate areas whihgive rise to this intratability. First there is the onstrution of arguments;then there is the problem of determining if an argument, one onstruted, isminimal; �nally there is the problem of determining if there are underuttersfor a given argument. Considering the proofs of the relevant results, it is learthat the key element as far as generating omplexity is onerned is the depen-dene on establishing proof|it is the o-NP-ompleteness of establishing proofin propositional logi that raises the omplexity so high in the polynomial hier-arhy. What we need to do next is to look at using languages whih have moreeÆient mehanisms for establishing proof with our approah (it is possible toestablish proof in propositional Horn lauses, for example, in polynomial time)and see how that a�ets the omplexity of argumentation-based dialogue. Ofourse, more eÆient languages are typially less expressive, and future workwill onentrate on establishing the tradeo�s in a similar manner to that in [46℄.8 Related workIn the last few years, the formal study of argumentation beame a hot topiin Arti�ial Intelligene, in partiular in the area of multi-agent systems andin nonmonotoni and unertain reasoning. In nonmonotoni and unertain rea-soning, argumentation systems have been used to de�ne inferene systems forexisting nonmonotoni logis, as in the work of Ge�ner [12℄, or to de�ne non-standard (most often nonmonotoni) onsequene relations for a partiular logibased on some notion of argument. In this latter line of work, that of Dung[11℄ has been partiularly inuential (not least upon the development of theapproah we base our work on [1℄), and has ehoes in the work of Prakken andSartor [35℄ and Vreeswijk [44℄. Many more approahes are surveyed in [36℄ and[7℄. On the multi-agent systems side, there has also been a good deal of workon argumentation and we will only disuss the most relevant examples. Whilethe �rst work that we are aware of in the mainstream agent literature is that ofSyara [42, 43℄, many of the onepts and problems were studied simultaneouslyin the �eld of Arti�ial Intelligene and Law. Partiularly important in showing32



the sope of systems of argumentation was Gordon's work on The PleadingsGame [13℄ and Zeno [14℄ and subsequent re�nements of these ideas proposedby Loui [21℄ and Prakken [33, 34℄. There has also been muh relevant work inthe area of natural language proessing, though, as argued before, this dealswith a muh more omplex task than one in whih languages and agents an beengineered to arry out simple dialogues, and therefore a good deal of the workin natural language dialogues is not diretly relevant to our work. However, thework of Grosz [15, 16℄ deserves a mention to indiate the anestry of work innatural language on argumentation, and the fat that it has overed topis suhas shared plans whih our work has not. Reed's work [37℄ is also important forhaving brought the work of Walton and Krabbe to the attention of the agentsommunity, and also for having provided a framework for ombining di�erenttypes of dialogue (later extended by [25℄).We distinguish the work in this paper from that of others in the literature�rst of all by its sope. Muh of the existing work has dealt with a partiularkind of dialogue, a form of deliberation in the ase of Dignum and olleagues[8, 9℄ (though deliberation with strong overtones of persuasion), persuasion inthe work of Prakken [33, 34℄, Gordon [13, 14℄ and Loui [21℄, and negotiation(though again with strong overtones of persuasion and also deliberation) in thework of Shroeder [40℄ and some of our previous work [28, 30℄. In spirit ourwork is lose to that of Sadri et al. [39℄ who have looked at the termination ofnegotiation dialogues (again having overtones of deliberation in the terminologyof Walton and Krabbe) and the e�et of agent types [38℄ and Kakas and Toni[20℄ who have looked at the omplexity of some types of argumentation. We alsosee it as a ontinuation of our previous work on the omplexity of negotiationdialogues [46℄.However, the main way in whih our work di�ers from that whih has omepreviously is that, so far as we are aware, we are the �rst to have tried to identifya ommon framework in whih a number of di�erent kinds of dialogue an beexpressed, the �rst to speify protools for a range of dialogue types, and the�rst to study the properties of these protools in suh detail. The protools wehave studied here are very simple, but this was a onsious hoie whih wasmade in order to simplify the tasks at hand (not least as a result of trying toobtain similar results for the marginally more omplex dialogues of [5℄), and onethat we believe to be justi�ed by the fat that we have, for instane, exposedsome interesting behaviour in these dialogues.9 ConlusionsThis paper has examined three types of argumentation-based dialogue betweenagents|information seeking, inquiry and persuasion, from the typology of [45℄|de�ning a preise protool for eah and examining some important properties ofthat protool. In partiular we have shown that eah protool leads to dialoguesthat are guaranteed to terminate in a reasonable number of steps, and we haveonsidered some aspets of the omplexity of these dialogues. The exat form33



of the dialogues depends on what messages agents send and how they respondto messages they reeive. This aspet of the dialogue is not spei�ed by theprotool, but by some deision-making apparatus in the agent. Here we haveonsidered this deision to be determined by the agents' attitude, and we haveshown how this attitude a�ets their behaviour in the dialogues they engage in.Both of these aspets extend previous work in this �eld. In partiular, theyextend the work of [3℄ by preisely de�ning a set of protools (albeit quite rigidones) and a range of agent attitudes (in [3℄ only one protool, for persuasion,and only one attitude, broadly thoughtful/skeptial, were onsidered).More work, of ourse, remains to be done in this area. Partiularly im-portant is determining the relationship between the loutions we use in thesedialogues and those of agent ommuniation languages suh as the FIPA ACL|some initial results on this are presented in [4℄|examining the e�et of addingnew loutions (suh as retrat) to the language, and identifying additional prop-erties of the dialogues (suh as the the extent to whih the protools de�nedhere plae restritions on the outomes of dialogues given what agents have intheir knowledge-bases). We are urrently investigating these matters along withfurther dialogue types|negotiation and deliberation in the typology of [45℄ andplanning dialogues [15℄| as well as more omplex kinds of the dialogue typesstudied here, and additional omplexity issues (inluding the use of languagesother than propositional logi). Preliminary thoughts on the outome-relatedproperties may be found in [32℄, and an analysis of a simple form of deliberationdialogue is given in [29℄.Another point that we are beginning to work on is the question of how theknowledge-base of an agent evolves through both an individual dialogue (arethere ways that an agent should inrease its knowledge in addition to aeptingpropositions asserted by another agent?) and aross a number of dialogues(what kind of belief revision is appropriate at the end of a dialogue?).AknowledgmentsThis work was partly funded by the EU funded Projet IST-1999-10948, and theNSF funded projet REC-02-19347. We are extremely grateful for the detailedomments provided by the anonymous reviewers. These helped us to greatlyimprove the paper.Referenes[1℄ L. Amgoud. Contribution a l'integration des pr�eferenes dans le raison-nement argumentatif. PhD thesis, Universit�e Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, July1999.[2℄ L. Amgoud and C. Cayrol. On the aeptability of arguments in preferene-based argumentation framework. In Proeedings of the 14th Conferene onUnertainty in Arti�ial Intelligene, pages 1{7, 1998.34
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